SELECT
SEARCH FOR PERFECTION
Maintaining a healthy environment for your audio or AV system is essential. IsoTek’s
multi-award-winning Select range guarantees to provide your system with pure
power, ensuring that you achieve the best possible audio quality whenever you listen.
Ownership of a Select product will maximise your musical enjoyment through
innovative proprietary technologies, which have been
independently acknowledged to be the finest money
can buy and endorsed by numerous magazine
reviews and awards not only in the UK but also
throughout Europe, America and the Far East.
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YOUR SYSTEM VALUE

YOUR SYSTEM VALUE

YOUR SYSTEM VALUE

UP TO £3,000

£3,000 - £12,500

£12,500 - £30,000

EVO3 TITAN
Hi Fi World
5 Globe Winner

20 AMP
THERMAL
CIRCUIT
BREAKER
AND RCD

112,5OO AMP
PROTECTION

EARTH FAULT
PROTECTOR

SAFETY
DISCHARGE
CIRCUIT

SAFETY
DISCHARGE CIRCUIT

The new EVO3 Titan is a progression of IsoTek’s original multi-award winning
design. Whilst utilising the unique Direct-Coupled© technology, the circuit has
been radically updated. EVO3 Titan offers the ultimate high current/power
conditioner in the smallest form factor.
Removes

both Common Mode and
Differential Mode mains noise.

RFI

reduction 82dB (50 ohms standard),
down to 5Hz frequency range.

SELECT

Unique
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nine-stage conditioning network in
a series parallel configuration, that delivers
extremely low-impedance and high-current
power. An increase of 20% Differential Mode
and 600% Common Mode filtering compared
to the original GII Titan. 50% of the 40A
Super Titan circuit reconfigured to 20A.

KERP©

(Kirchoff’s Equal Resistance Path)
ensures equal resistance and equal power
delivery across all outlets.

112,500A

of instantaneous protection,
featuring IsoTek’s unique sequential
protection system with earth fault protector.

Internal

wiring; solid core silver plated
PCOCC with FEP virtually an air dielectric.

Two

independent outlets deliver 4,600W
continuous power with 25,000W transient
ability (supply permitting).

Available

with UK, EU, US, Australian, Swiss
and South African outlets.

Supplied

cable.

with IsoTek EVO3 Premier power

K.E.R.P

POLARIS-X

“There are some upgrades that,
once heard, cannot be lived
without... I can only congratulate
IsoTek on this product. It is
nothing short of superb. A very
successful upgrade of the GII
Titan.”
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